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At General Assembly this year,
diners in the Exhibit Hall will
have the opportunity to eat
ethically, as never before. General
Assembly Planning Committee
member, Reggie Bradford,
explained, “Every year, after
General Assembly, we do our best
to provide healthy, delicious
options that are consistent with
our values, with regard to the
environment and economic
justice. But,” he says, “every
year, we get feedback from GA
attendees that there’s more we can

do to be more ethical, more just,
with food even purer of moral
impurity. I think, this year,
people will be pleased.”
The GAPC had been asked to
provide food that met the
following standards. It should
local, vegan, gluten-free, nutfree, allergen-free, and also free
of cost. The GAPC was
negotiating with local vendors
when members of the UUA’s
Seventh Principle Task Force
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RENOVATIONS ALMOST COMPLETE ON NEW UUA
HEADQUARTERS
For months, crews have been hard at work on the
new UUA headquarters at 24 Farnsworth Street, in
Boston’s Innovation District. The open floor-plan
espoused by the Morales administration as conducive
to collaboration is being configured, and conference
rooms supported by cutting-edge communication
technologies are in the final testing phase. But

perhaps the most innovative aspect to the new
design has only now been revealed. Many
Unitarian Universalists have voiced concern about
the effect of climate change on the low-lying
property. Some projections anticipate water levels
that reach the second floor of the new property,
Continued on page 9
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Montgomery to Continue Tradition of Annual Adjustment
The beginning of February each
year marks a time of reckoning
for congregations across the
Association, as they report key
statistics like membership and
enrollment of children and
youth. But, as many UU leaders
will tell you, perhaps a
reckoning of equal importance
takes place in early April at a
lake house at an undisclosed
location in New Hampshire: the
Annual Adjustment, a process of
determining who will be "in"
and who will be "out" in the
coming year.
For decades, leaders in the
Universalist Church of America
relied upon faith in an all-loving
God as a bulwark against any
worry of insufficiency. The
Unitarians, for their part, have

no recorded instances of feeling
"not good enough." And it was
this contentment that
characterized the early years of
the Unitarian Universalist
Association. But lack of growth
and institutional stagnation led
the Schulz administration to seek
out other models of
motivation. To their surprise,
they discovered their inspiration
only a few miles away from
Beacon Street in the Newton,
Massachusetts public
schools. Newton is an affluent
community in which public
school students receive the best
support, facilities, and
equipment possible. But it is the
persistent sense of insecurity and
anxiety throughout the student

It was determined that the
best course of action was to
promulgate a general
shared understanding of an
"in-crowd" and an "outcrowd."

Continued on page 7

Youth Leader Says, "We Must Be Heard"
(Hartford) Sarah Tiffet, 17, of Hartford, Connecticut,
has a simple message she intends to share
with everyone in Unitarian Universalism: "the
voices of youth need to be heard."

“What does need to happen is adults listening
to youth. What does need to happen is that
youth leaders, like me, have the opportunity
for our voices to be heard."
2

Tiffet joined the congregation in East Hartford three
years ago, as a 14 year-old, and since then has been
active in youth conferences and the Youth Caucus at
General Assembly. "Over the years," she says, "I've
noticed a real change in Unitarian Universalism. It's
not like when I first was active. Things are
different." And the difference, says Tiffet? The
voices of youth are not being heard. "It's not just
me," she says. "It is all my friends. Everyone says
so." Tiffet says she talked with her minister about it,
and was invited to preach on the subject last
summer. Her sermon, "The Voices of Youth: Can
Continued on page 4
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Exposed: New England Church Choir, Dead the
Whole Time
(Sasshwippit, Mass.) For decades, at First Church
of Sasshwippit (Unitarian Universalist), the
congregation has counted on hearing the choir
sing two Sundays a month. Long-time conductor,
Stephen Pounds, was renowned for coaxing
beautiful, sonorous sounds out of what appeared
to be a fairly expressionless ensemble. As time
passed, there were occasional complaints that the
choir's music lacked great feeling or variety. And
when newcomers would ask Pounds how a
person could join the choir, a strange, bemused
look would come over his face. It was only two
weeks ago, when Pounds died suddenly of a heart
attack, that the congregation realized a shocking
truth: not one of the members of the choir was
alive!
"He'd always come in very
early Sunday mornings," says the Sasshwippit
minister, Rev. Jessica Dorner, of Pounds. "I was
always finishing my sermon, so I never paid much
attention."
But apparently what Pounds was doing in those
early hours was transporting the bodies of his
choir members from storage to their seats in the
risers on the chancel.
"We still don't understand," said Susannah
Draper, Board President. "But from what the
detectives have told us, Stephen had them all
hooked up to his pipe organ. Had special pedals,
and these vacuum tubes, so the air went right
through them. In retrospect, I can see that some of
their numbers just sounded like moaning."
"You know," says long-time member Mark Parker,
"it did seem strange to see them just sitting there,
so still, through the sermon, and even after we all
went out to coffee hour. But I always figured
Stephen was a strict choir director. Some of them
are, you know. You can't even go to the bathroom
unless they say so."

What is still unclear is how, exactly, Pounds acquired
the bodies. But one of the church elders has noted an
uncanny resemblance between two of the sopranos
and a photograph of a church picnic from 1902.
Rev. Dorner says that the next step is for the
congregation to find an interim music director. "We'll
miss Stephen," she says. "But maybe this tragic event
allows us to experiment with some contemporary
music. Something that says, 'Today.' Like the
Beatles. Or Pete Seeger."
"To tell the truth," says Mark Parker, "the choir had
more punch than most choirs up here in New
England. And just as much personality."
Draper says, "I remember talking to one of them,
sitting there, after a service last month. Went over to
say how much I enjoyed the service, but ended up
telling him about my divorce. He was so quiet, I just
figured he was a good listener. Better than my exhusband. Anyway," she says. "Our church will get
past this. We'll survive. I mean, those of us who
weren't in the choir."
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You Hear Them?" has been
posted on the congregation's
website, and she was asked to
lead conversations among the
congregation's leaders on the
topic. Tiffet received such warm
praise for that effort that she was
asked to deliver the sermon
again at a District Assembly, and
to lead conversation on the topic
afterward among District
leaders. In October, Tiffet was
invited to a meeting of the UUA
Board of Trustees, to share her
message. And a feature article in
the UU World focused on Tiffet's
tireless efforts over the last four
months to sound the
alarm. "Youth," she says, "are not
only the future. They are the
present. They are not future
Unitarian Universalists. They are
already Unitarian
Universalists. And they need to
be heard." Fueled by this cause,
Tiffet has plans to travel the
country this summer, courtesy of
a grant from the Veatch
Foundation, to spread her
message. "At a certain point,"
she says, "Each of us has to find
what it is we are willing to
sacrifice for."
Invited to a conference call of key
UUA staff leaders, Tiffet shared
her view that the voices of youth
need to be heard. It was during
this call that one of the staff
members asked a follow-up
question: if adults did listen to
youth, as Tiffet had hoped, what
is it they would hear? What were
youth trying to say? What did
adults need to learn from
youth? By her own recollection,
Tiffet angrily responded that she
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would not be bullied into
speaking for all of youth. "It's
that kind of aggressive attitude
by adults," she says, "out to
colonize conversations with
questions and comments that is
sending Unitarian Universalist
youth away from the church in
droves."
Adults at the East Hartford
congregation have also ventured
to ask Tiffet what, exactly, she'd
like adults to hear, if they were to
listen to youth. But here, too,
Tiffet claims that they are
missing the point. "If adults
don't start listening, they are
literally going to lose their
children. We're going to
walk. And it's so sad, because it
doesn't have to happen. What
does need to happen is adults
listening to youth. What does
need to happen is that youth
leaders, like me, have the
opportunity for our voices to be
heard."
For the month of April, Tiffet
will be featured on the frontpage of the newly-redesigned
website, uua.org, under the
headline, "Won't Somebody
Listen!" At next year's General
Assembly, Tiffet, invited to
deliver the Ware Lecture, says
her working title is, "Youth
Voices: In Need of Being
Heard." "I'm going to tell some
hard truths," she said. "I'm going
to point out the absence of youth
voices from the wider
conversation. It's going to make
people uncomfortable, but I'm
sorry," she says. "We've been
silent too long."
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The Office of
KHRT Announces
Big Changes for
2015
(Boston) Earlier this week,
Addie Foster, Director of the
KHRT in the UUA, announced
that, from FY2015 on, the
CRTW and the KNM will be
merged into a new ministry
known as the OPWF. Said
Foster, "We're so happy about
this. The KHRT and the other
FLUUVs who all met at Bin-Bap
in FTW last winter all agreed
that it's absolutely vital to
invest in regional CVFD's. Of
course, the PLFE from the
PNWD and the FTYH from the
SWUUC have been telling us
this for years. Frankly, it's a
matter of communication."
Changes are expected to be
implemented as soon as this
fall.

Advertisement
"Claiming Our Power, Recovering Our
Voice"
A Gathering of the Aggrieved
Orlando, Florida
April 20-24, 2014
Have you left a gathering of Unitarian
Universalists, vowing to never return?
Are you nagged by a persistent sense of
grievance, and are not sure why? Have you
written long letters that were only
grudgingly answered? Find the support and
affirmation you need at this inclusive
conference. In the Wallingford
Conference Center, you will find others
burdened by complaint. Together, let us
hear each other out. Together, let us plan
for General Assembly. We will not be
ignored.
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New Search Process Debuts at UU Fellowship
available ministers at the
moment, so it’s obviously
being good stewards of
the congregation to get
them to compete for this
plum position.”

After the Ministerial Search
Committee for the Unitarian
Universalist Fellowship of Wakeside
Plains decided that none of the 18
possible candidates were of the
caliber and character to minister to
their congregation, the fellowship
decided to try a new approach.
“We’ll be modeling our second
round of search on the reality series
Survivor,” explained Board
President, Clark Erickson. “It’s
obvious that we have a glut of

Applicants will be
narrowed down to 10 precandidates through a
rigorous prescreening
process. In addition to the
ministerial record,
applicants must turn in a
recent physical exam,
vaccination records, and a haiku on
the topic of congregational polity.
The chosen 10 pre-candidates will
enjoy home hospitality at an empty
lot 2 miles from the church. “Part of
leading a church means building
community,” Board member
Dolores Johnson said. “Here, they
will be challenged to build shelter,
scrounge for food, and create an
ethical, loving community with the
other pre-candidates they are
competing against.”

GA Dining (continued)
proposed a radical solution for the menu: garbage.
Seventh Principle Task Force Co-Chair, Runa Kiefer,
says, “In many cities, food trucks are all the rage. What
is a dumpster but another kind of a food truck?”
According to documents provided by the GAPC,
dumpsters from the Rhode Island Convention Center—
site of this year’s GA—will be rotated from the alleys to
the Exhibit Hall, so that, in many cases, attendees will be
able to eat the garbage they themselves have generated
through their conference attendance. The dumpsters will
be draped with starched bunting, so as to mask the look
of the alleyway. And the tops will be propped open, with
small ladders to the opening on most, and a ramp on at
least one, allowing everyone to select what they’ll eat.
The GAPC’s Bradford says, “People complain that all
they want is a warm meal. Well, we had our doubts
about this proposal. But you can’t deny it. What you

“This is going to be so fun,”
enthused youth member-at-large,
Kaitelynn Rowe. “We’re making
challenges for them, just like the
real show. Like, we know that part
of being a good minister means
going to lots of potlucks and eating
some of everything, so we’re going
to have a buffet featuring grubs,
beetles, and maggots.” Her mother,
Jennifer Rowe, added, “But we have
serious
discernment
under
all these
Poem
"In the
Spirit
challenges. I mean, if someone can
of Mary Oliver"
eat a maggot and smile politely,
that says a lot about how they’ll fit
in here.”
When asked about this unorthodox
approach to search, ministerial
settlement representative, the Rev.
Chris Snow, shrugged. “Look, I
know that it’s something that Peter
Raible never wrote about, but
changing times deserve changing
methods. Who knows, this might
become the new model for calling a
minister!” Snow smiled before
adding, “It’s a shame I’m retiring,
so I won’t get a chance at it.”

find in a dumpster tends to be warm.”
Kiefer’s partner, Hemphill Lloyd, says, “The entire
economic system of this country is messed-up. If you
participate, you’re morally compromised. We wanted
GA attendees to be able to eat to eat sustainably, and to
be able to opt out of collusion with evil. This year,
with our new ‘Foraging Forest,’ they’ll finally be able
to.”
Urban foraging (colloquially described as “dumpster
diving”) lacks the quality and ingredient controls found
in commercially processed food. So, the Task Force
admits they can’t be sure their offerings will be
allergen-free. “That’s the challenge with changing the
economic world order,” sighs Lloyd. “But we all have
to make sacrifices.”
As attendees forage, any used medical equipment they
find—an epi-pen, for example—will be made available
for a small processing fee.
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MINISTERIAL CANDIDATE MEETS WITH MFC,
LEAVES SURPRISED
At last week's meetings of the
Ministerial Fellowship
Committee, seminarian Paul
Sorrow got what he now calls
"the shock of my life." Sorrow, a
student at Starr-King School for
the Ministry, had been
preparing to meet the MFC for
over a year, reading historical
texts, and reviewing his packet
of essays and personal
documents. He was
approaching graduation, and
had even been offered a position
as an Assistant Minister,
contingent upon gaining
fellowship. When the day came,
as far as he could tell, the hourlong interview went well. But
when he returned after the
Committee's period of
deliberation, what Sorrow heard
from them was not what he

expected. Typically,
in response to the
candidate's interview,
the Committee assigns
a number, from 1 to
5. If a candidate
receives a 1, she enters
preliminary
fellowship, allowing
her to seek gainful
employment as a
minister. Lower
scores signify a need for
completion of additional
requirements. Someone with a
"3," for instance, might need to
complete a second ministerial
internship, or else demonstrate a
better grasp of the Ministerial
Code of Ethics. But when Sorrow
returned to hear the Committee's
response, he says, instead of the
number he expected to hear, they

told him something else.
"They just said the
word 'panda,'" Sorrow
confirms, looking still
somewhat stunned. "At first, I
thought I hadn't heard them
correctly. But when I asked
them to repeat it, the chair of
the Committee got really
loud, and just said the word
Continued on page 9

Nuclear Disarmament Committee Marks Fortieth Year of
Deliberation
(Cleveland) -- The four surviving members of the
Social Action Committee of the Sixth Universalist
Church (Unitarian Universalist), here in downtown
Cleveland, met last week to mark forty years of
work in the area of social justice. The group,
founded in 1974 to monitor the looming threat of
nuclear warfare, has met twice a month consistently
since that time. "We came together out of concern
for our children," said co-founder Ralph
McDowd. "Those buffoons in Washington certainly
can't be trusted." To which McDowd's co-founder,
Harold Goldman, added, "Well, 'buffoon' is not
the word I would use." The men's laughter at this
joke shows the camaraderie that comes from four
decades of standing on the front lines of social
justice.

6

"In the first few years," says McDowd, "we needed
to be sure to gather accurate information."
"We read articles, and we'd discuss them," said
Goldman.
"Trouble is," said McDowd, "as soon as we'd
located the relevant periodicals, we realized that it
wasn't just a matter of reading a few articles and
then taking to the streets."
"No," says Goldman. "We wanted to be
thoughtful."
Ever since, the small group has managed to keep
pace with the increasing flow of research and
Continued on page 10
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Annual Adjustment (Continued)
body that drives their performance. A student in
Newton, never confident of his or her innate
worth, strives to be recognized for
accomplishment, or for some exceptional quality
which can be publicly praised. To the leaders of
Unitarian Universalism in the mid-1980s, this
seemed the ideal culture to promote and sustain.

Hampshire once a year, but only to continue the
ruse. "I would bring poetry books and lie around
reading all weekend," admits Montgomery, with a
smile. "It was wonderful."

Meanwhile, unaware that there was no longer a
designated inner circle, UUA staff people and other
leaders authorized to allocate resources and
attention would do their best to guess who might be
"How," said President Schulz at the time, "can we
what was sometimes known as "the
foster the same sense of rat-like nervousness and
select," assigning accolades and plum speaking slots
self-consciousness among our people as well?"
at General Assembly to a range of people, to the
seething envy of others. As predicted, over time,
It was determined that the best course of action
the culture changed from one of self-assurance to
was to promulgate a general shared
quiet, chronic panic, which many
understanding of an "inOver
time,
the
culture
see as the seed-bed for creative
crowd" and an "outchanged
from
one
of
selfministry.
crowd." The suggestion of an
elite circle of the chosen
assurance to quiet, chronic "Naturally," says "Tink" Patterson, a
would create among the
panic, which many see as the former staffer from the Schulz
people such a fever of striving
seed-bed for creative ministry. administration, "the culture of striving
that growth and new energy
we've created has sparked a surge in
was sure to result.
ambition. Does it lead to an increase
So, UUA senior staffer Kay Montgomery, new to
the national office at the time, was assigned the
task, once a year, of spending a weekend in New
Hampshire with a small, anonymous group of
key leaders where, together, they would review
names of emerging, current, and fading leaders,
assigning them particular positions within the
concentric circles of power and influence that
make up the Unitarian Universalist
constellation. This weekend process was known
as the Annual Adjustment.
For a while, it worked, until, in the early '90s, a
staff-person (whose name has been lost to
history) suggested that, if the UUA wanted
everyone to be motivated, they'd be best off
dispensing with the inner circle altogether. That
way, like the children at public schools
in Newton, Massachusetts, all Unitarian
Universalist leaders--no matter their gifts or
support--would gaze around at their peers
and feel primarily lack and exclusion.
Investigation by Beacon staffers has discovered
that, since that time--either 1993 or '94,
depending on sources--Kay Montgomery
continued to depart for a weekend in New

in anxiety and depression among the
clergy? Probably. But Skinner House is
overwhelmed with proposals for more books than
they could ever possibly publish. Clergy, deluded
by the fantasy that someone out there is actually
keeping score, are willing to travel for hours to
attend denominational meetings of little
consequence. No matter the hard feelings behind
closed doors, we've engendered a widespread norm
of pressured politeness, as no one wants to offend
anyone else. I call those real achievements for such
a short time."
As for Montgomery, now that she's retired, will she
continue her trek to New Hampshire once a year, to
continue the impression that the UUA still conducts
an Annual Adjustment?
"Of course," says Montgomery. "I enjoy the quiet,
and a chance to read. Besides," she says, "despite all
the people on the outs, worried about their
standing, and how they're perceived, throughout
the whole UUA, it's not entirely true that we have
no inner circle. After all,” she concludes with a
smile, as she returns to her reading, “there is always
me.”
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Lost Generation Hiding in Plain Sight
“I just didn’t understand,” said the Rev.
Elise Doherty, 44, shaking her head. “At
ministers’ retreats, I’d hear older
ministers—Baby Boomers—talking
excitedly about the next generation of
leaders, about their potential to lead our
faith forward, and I’d begin to blush,
thinking they were talking about my
friends and me. But then,” she sighs,
“they were always talking about the
Milennials.” Asked if she holds a
grudge, Doherty says she doesn’t. “At
first, I was like, ‘Um, hello? Do you
even see me standing here?’ But it turns
out they couldn’t.”
Rev. Jason Dunagan, 39,
concurs. “Through my twenties and
thirties, as I watched Baby Boomer
ministers hold onto their pulpits longer
and longer before they retired, I was
patient. I figured that surely they
would retire at some point! But I’ve just
been through search for one of those open
pulpits.” He spits on the ground. “It went to a
twenty-something! Like the search committee
hadn’t even read my packet!”
Many in Generation X—those born between the
early 1960s and the early 1980s—describe similar
experiences. “I always thought I was being
ignored,” says lay leader, Gregory Willis, 48, of
Oklahoma City. “To tell you the truth, it made me
think other UU’s were kind of rude. But now I
know. It wasn’t their fault.”
From extensive interviewing, Beacon reporters
have pieced together a widespread pattern across
the movement. Generation X Unitarian
Universalists have been living in purposeful ways,
not understanding why others did not seem to see
them, much less appreciate them. Only a few
have been able to realize that they are, in fact,
ghosts.
“Not literal ghosts,” says Willis. “I have a job with
the City. I’m well-known by my neighbors. Just
in Unitarian Universalism. It’s the strangest
thing.”
UUA Director of Strategic Ministries, Kathy
Halloway, 66, says, “We see a whole generation
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coming up through the pipeline. These are new
leaders, fresh voices. Digital natives. They really
see the world in a new way.” She mentions three
particular young leaders, all in their
twenties. Asked by a Beacon reporter about
leaders in their forties, a blank look comes over
Halloway’s face. “I’m sure,” she says, “that
everyone has something to offer.”
Told about the ghost-like pattern, some Gen X
UU’s resisted at first. “I thought, ‘No, that can’t
be true,’” says Rev. Sam Buckman, 41. “What
about our book, Reverend X? But when I asked
around, turns out, the only people who read it
were other Gen X UU’s. It was a ghost book.” He
turns away, and says quietly, “It sure seemed
real.”
“Hm,” says Halloway, with the UUA. “I’m not
aware of that book. But please, can you tell me
the title again?”
A Beacon reporter brought Rev. Doherty along
for a conversation with Rev. Barry Trout,
71. “When you meet some of the new leaders,”
exclaimed Rev. Trout, “You feel good. Real
good! I don’t have to worry any more about the
future of our faith. Heck, they know
Twitter. And all that
Continued on page 9
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Lost Generation (Continued)
other website stuff. The best
part? They’re all twenty-six,
twenty-seven. Just starting
out.”
Hearing this, Doherty cried out,
“But I’ve been a minister for
fifteen years.”
To which Trout replied, “Is
there a draft in this room?”
When Trout did not respond to
Doherty’s remarks at
increasingly loud volumes, she
began to pick up objects in the
room—a paperweight, a

lamp—and smash them onto the
floor. Trout exited
hurriedly. “This kind of stuff
keeps happening,” he
said. “Don’t know why.”
Rev. Dunagan waxes
philosophical about it
all. “There’s part of me that
says, ‘Great. This gives me the
chance to keep honing my
skills. Maybe I’ll be a good
mentor to someone in a couple
of decades, when I am
retired. Maybe that’s what I’m
meant to do.’ On the other

Speaking on behalf of the
Committee, Committeemember Carol Stickley says, "We
don't comment on particular
candidates. It wouldn't be
fair. But I will say this," she
says. "We call it like we see
it." In years past, according to
denominational records, the

hand? Maybe nothing comes
next. Maybe this is it.” He
turns to the Beacon reporter,
tears welling up. “Are you
telling me, that from your
research, Baby Boomers really
don’t know we exist?”
“I’ll tell you how much we’re
all embracing the future,” says
Halloway, back at the
UUA. “Next year’s Ware
Lecturer? A young woman
who’s still only a high school
student from Hartford,
Connecticut! Isn’t that great?”
UUA Headquarters (continued)

Ministerial Candidate (continued)
louder." Tears form in Sorrow's
eyes. "I just don't know what to
do with that," he says. "I don't
know what it means. One of my
friends asked me, she said,
'What'd ya get?' and I just
couldn't tell her." Apparently,
with Sorrow's status in doubt, the
congregation with the Assistant
Minister opening has offered the
position to someone else. Sorrow
attempted to schedule a followup interview, but was informed
that it wouldn't be necessary. "I
asked if it wouldn't be necessary
because I had passed, or if it
wouldn't be necessary because
they had washed me out. But the
administrator got all huffy and
said it was no wonder the
Committee had decided the way
they decided."
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Committee has assigned
candidates scores like, "banana,"
"river stream," and "The Ol'
Sally Johnson." In none of these
cases has the Committee been
willing to comment, except to
point out that it is their right,
according to bylaws.
With a score of "panda," and no
clear path forward to the
ministry, Sorrow is considering
a job at a grocery store near his
parents' home in Minot, North
Dakota. "Turns out an MDiv
degree really isn't good for
anything other than ministry,"
he says. "And somehow I'm
going to have to pay off this
debt."

leaving employees on the first
floor entirely
submerged. Anxiety grew when
initial responses to these
concerns seemed breezy and
dismissive. But now, The
Beacon has learned why.
“We’re building an ark,” says
Financial Director, Bobby
Budd. “No, not a separate
boat. The building at 24
Farnsworth is being made shipshape. We're sealing the
basement windows with
tar. When the time comes? That
thing will float.”
Asked who would be invited
onto the Farnsworth ark, when
the flood came, UUA staff had
no comment.

Submissions to The Beacon may be
emailed to: fakebeacon@gmail.com.
Authors will receive no
compensation, no credit, and no
blame. Articles may be edited for
length, content, or just because
we’re bored that day.
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Nuclear Disarmament
(Continued)
commentary on the nuclear
weapons industry, sometimes by
assigning various articles to the
group's members, who then give
brief reports at the next meeting.
In 1982, the group decided it was
ready to take action. So, they set
up an information table in the
fellowship hall. "Oh," says
McDowd with a chuckle. "That
information table was not much
to look at. Just a small folding
table with a pile of
mimeographed articles stacked
on top."
Three years later, the group was
able to secure funding from the
congregation's building
committee to purchase a larger
table. Then, in 1990, with the
addition of new member, Steve
Conners, they produced a
brochure.
"That brochure was really a
turning point," recalls
Goldman. "Before, it was never
clear that the other members of
the fellowship knew what we
were talking about. But Steve
knew how to work with
graphics, so there's a mushroom
cloud right on the front. No
confusing a mushroom cloud,

that's for sure."
The arrival of a new minister in
1998 posed both a threat and an
opportunity to the group. "She
wanted us to lead worship," says
McDowd. "Which is something
we were not interested in. Until
then, we had scheduled our
meetings during worship
time. We were concerned that, if
we missed a meeting, we
wouldn't be welcoming to any
newcomers who might show up
one Sunday, wanting to know
more about the threat of nuclear
warfare."
But once they tried it, the group
found worship a new front in
their social justice struggle. "The
first time," says Goldman, "I
couldn't quite get the slide
projector to work. So Ralph and
I had to act out the Enola Gay,
and then Steve did a pantomime
of Three Mile Island." The
group's worship services have
become a beloved annual
tradition at Sixth Universalist.
"They know that, when we're
leading worship, they should
pack a lunch," says
McDowd. "We've got a lot of
information to impart. We've
had five members die on us, in
the last forty years, and only
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“…and then Steve did a
pantomime of Three Mile
Island."
Steve Conners has joined in that
time. So, you might say we're
motivated to spread the word,
so we're not the only ones
keeping tabs on all this."
Asked to describe the legacy of
the group, Goldman says,
"Look, nuclear weapons are an
imminent threat. It's not joking
around. They threaten our
future, and we can't trust those
clowns in Washington. We are
committed to reading about
these weapons, to discussing
them, and telling other churchmembers about them for as long
as we live. It's the least we can
do."

